The present study aims to investigate genre influence on the use and misuse of conjunctive adverbials (hereafter CAs) by compiling a learner corpus annotated with discoursal information on CAs. To do so, an online interface is constructed to collect and annotate data, and an annotating system for identifying the use and misuse of CAs is developed. The results show that genre difference has no impact on the use and misuse of CAs, but that there does exist a norm distribution of textual relations performed by CAs, indicating a preference preset in human cognition. Statistic analysis also shows that the proposed misuse patterns do significantly differ from one another in terms of appropriateness and necessity, ratifying the need to differentiate these misuse patterns. The results in the present study have three possible applications. First, the annotate data can serve as training data for developing technology that automatically diagnoses learner writing on the discoursal level. Second, the founding that textual relations performed by CAs form a distribution norm can be used as a principle to evaluate discoursal organization in learner writing. Lastly, the misuse framework not only identifies the location of misuse of CAs but also indicates direction for correction.
Introduction
Due to much interest in learning English around the globe, many tools are developed, or wanted to be developed, to facilitate learners to learn English better. One of many wanted tools is probably a tool that can automatically diagnose a piece of learner writing and provide direction for improvement of the writing. The need results from the fact that only by constantly revising process can learners keep polishing their writing skill but that there is just not enough manpower to help learners recognize the defects in their writing. Therefore, much software is developed to satisfy the need, such as the two famous online writing platforms, My Access! and Criterion, and the two popular writing software packages, StyleWriter and White Smoke.
However, after evaluating the above mentioned tools aiming to automatically diagnose learner writing, it is found that the diagnosis is mainly a grammar check at the sentence level yet fails to generate revising suggestions on the discourse level. In other words, the existing tools may help learners compose a piece of writing free from grammatical mistakes, but poor organization of sentences and anomaly in coherence may still lead to failure in comprehension. Therefore, a writing-facilitating tool that can automatically diagnose learner writing on the discourse level is further wanted. To do so, a further investigation of existing learner corpora is made to seek if they fit as training data for developing such tools in question. The result shows that all the three corpora under investigation, Taiwanese Learner Corpus of English (TLCE) [1] , Chinese Learner English Corpus (CLEC) [2] , and International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE) [3] , are only annotated with linguistic information at the sentence level, which limits further development on the discourse level.
In light of the investigation, the first goal of the present study is to construct a learner corpus that provides annotated discoursal information as a basis for developing technology that can automatically diagnose learner writing in terms of discoursal organization.
With the goal in mind, the correct use and misuse of conjunctive adverbials are selected as the discoursal information that is used to annotate the targeted learner corpus. In terms of correct use, many writing textbooks introduce conjunctive adverbials (hereafter CA) as explicit linguistic features that organize textual relation among sentences in a coherent order, and contend that CAs performing certain textual relation would be more prominent in certain genre [4] In terms of misuse of CAs, [15] regulates three common misuse patterns, non-equivalent exchange, connective overuse, and surface logicality, that often occur in learner writing. However, after trying applying the misuse framework of CAs to classify the mistakes found in learner writing, the framework is found insufficient in doing so. Based on the review of literature on CAs, the second goal of the present study aims to empirically examine if writing genres play a role in the use of CAs, and to propose a framework that can better describe the misuse patterns of CAs found in learner writing.
In short, the present study is two-fold. One is to compile a learner corpus annotated with discoursal information, to be specific, information on CAs, which can serve as training data of developing technology that automatically diagnoses learner writing on the discoursal level, while the other is to investigate genre influence on use and misuse of CAs and to construct a misuse framework for CAs.
Annotating system of CAs
The annotating system developed in the present study is used to annotate learner writing in terms of the use and misuse of CAs that organize textual relation among sentences. The set of annotations that indicates textual relations performed by CAs is based on the taxonomy in [16] , whereas the set concerning misuse patterns of CAs is on the classification in [15] .
Annotation for textual relations by CAs
According to the taxonomy in [16] Another issue regarding the annotation of the textual relations is register. Register refers to the fact that CAs performing the same textual relation are further classified into written register and spoken register, with the latter is considered informal and suggested to be avoided in formal writing. Take moreover and plus for example. While both CAs indicate the Listing textual relation, the use of the latter is sometimes seen as a misuse for its informal nature in writing. Given the distinction in CA register use, the annotating system also differentiates CAs performing the same textual relation in terms of register to examine the influence genre difference has on register use in CAs.
Misuse Patterns of Conjunctive Adverbials (CAs)
In contrast with the set that annotates learner writing with textual relations performed by CAs, the other set in the annotating system is to indicate the misuse of CAs when they fail to logically connect sentences or do not appropriately fit the context. With the three misuse patterns proposed in [15] , there are six misuse patterns in total generalized in the present study, which are Non-equivalent Exchange, Connective Overuse, Surface Logicality, Wrong Relation, Semantic Incompletion, and Distraction. Table 2 showcases the six misuse patterns with their definitions and examples. However, nowadays, graduating from college not necessarily guarantees you future.
Distraction
The context would be coherent itself without the use of the conjunctive adverbial or that the use is redundant. ․Statistics that four countries had higher averages of education than Taiwan. 
Annotating system in electronic format
In total, there are 20 labels, 14 for identifying textual relations and 6 for recording misuse patterns, in the developed coding scheme, as presented in Table 3 . Then, to make the annotating system applicable to computational development, the system is converted into digital tags that preserve the linguistic information on the text. Table 4 presents the 20 digital tags. 
Corpus compiling and application with CA annotation
The learner corpus compiled in the present study is based on the OLAC Metadata Set To investigate the use distribution of CAs across genres, a two-way within-subjects analysis of variance (hereafter ANOVA) is designed, with two independent variables being textual relation and genre while the dependent variable is the counts of CAs. To further examine the effect of register, the ANOVA design would be calculated again, with the independent variable, textual relation, replaced with textual relation performed by CAs in written register. Lastly, to investigate the misuse distribution of CAs across genres, a two-way within-subjects ANOVA is employed again, with the two independent variables being misuse pattern and genre while the dependent variable is the counts of CAs. A significant level of p<.05 was chosen.
Results
In the investigation of the use distribution of CAs across genres, the raw counts of CAs Table 5 shows the statistic results. In the follow-up investigation of the use distribution of written-register CAs across genres, the raw counts of written-register CAs show that regardless of genre difference, the listing and contrastive relations are the two most frequently occurring types performed by written-register CAs while the summative and transitional relations are the two least frequently occurring types. The rest of the textual relations are in the middle. After applying ANOVA analysis, as presented in Table 6 , it is found that there is no interaction between textual relation performed by written-register CAs and genre (F(48, 144)=0.969, p=0.537).
However, there does exist the main effect from textual relation (F(6, 18)=8.585, p<0.05).
Meanwhile, Due to the scarce occurrence of spoken-register CAs, the row counts of spoken-register CAs are too small to decide the frequency order of occurrence and to run an ANOVA analysis. 
Discussion
The present study aims to achieve two goals. The first goal is to compile a learner corpus annotated with linguistic information on textual relation performed by CAs, which can serve as training data of developing technology that automatically diagnoses learner writing on the discoursal level. The second goal is to investigate genre influence on use and misuse of CAs and to construct a misuse framework for CAs.
In terms of the first goal, the compiled learner corpus fulfills the expectation.
Researchers can use the annotated data as training data to develop automatically discourse-diagnosing technology and conduct pilot studies based on the rest of the corpus.
Meanwhile, the annotated data are based on XML format, which bestows the data with great compatibility for all operating systems and extensibility to other possible alteration [17] for other application. [14]. The same is true of the distribution norm performed by written-register CAs.
The lack of genre influence may result from the fact the genres are not mutually exclusive. That is, different genres may share many similar characteristics, which, in some sense, makes different genres one general superordinate genre without distinct differences.
Consequently, a distribution norm of textual relations would be discovered, because the distribution norm of textual relations performed by CAs across genres, in fact, is the distribution of textual relations of the general superordinate genre.
To account for the formation of the distribution norm among textual relations performed by CAs, two explanations are proposed. One lies in the nature of different textual relations. For example, the transitional and summative relations occur least frequently at a significant level. This is understandable in that the two relations serve opening and closing functions which only appear at the beginning and at the end no matter how long a textual unit is. The other explanation is that there is a preference preset in human cognition for employing CAs to convey certain textual relations. Take the contrastive relation as example.
The relation is relatively complicated because it requires the action to analyze two events and to locate the contrastive points, which would take more energy to describe the relation compared with writing in the common temporal sequence. Due to the extra energy required, Economy Principle, to minimize the energy consumption [18] , is applied in human cognition, which is to use CAs to convey the contrastive relation explicitly, rather than describe the relation in context. Ultimately, the contrastive relation becomes one of the textual relations most frequently performed by CAs.
Lastly, although no genre influence on the misuse patterns of CAs is found, nor is a distribution norm of CA misuse, the proposed misuse framework is proved meaningful in To explain the division, the principles of appropriateness and necessity are proposed. The former group refers to the situation in which the use of the CA is required to signify the textual relation between sentences but the use is not correct, or inappropriate. In contrast, the latter group refers to the situation in which the use of the CA is not necessary and sentences themselves can form a unit of text with the CA.
Conclusion
The present study contributes in three aspects. First, a learner corpus annotated with textual relations via CAs is compiled, which can serve as training data for developing technology that automatically diagnoses learner writing on the discoursal level. Second, it is found that genre difference plays no role in impacting either textual relations via CAs or the misuse of CAs, and that there exists a norm distribution of textual relations performed by CAs across genres. The found norm distribution can be used to examine whether or not a piece of learner writing conforms to proper discoursal organization. Deviation from the norm distribution may be a signal, suggesting learners to re-organize their text. Third, the proposed misuse framework can help learners locate the misuse of CAs, and provide direction for correction by evaluating whether the misuse is inappropriate or not necessary.
Nevertheless, there is still room for further research. For a starter, the annotated data only account for a small amount of the compiled corpus. More data are expected to be annotated in the future, which can further validate the study and provide more training data to develop automatized technology. Moreover, although no genre influence is found in textual relations performed by CAs or in the misuse of CAs, as the anonymous reviewer suggests, the results may be still subject to other factors, such as age, educational background, English proficiency, or even L1 transfer. If the interaction between the use of CA and these factors can be made clear in future studies, non-native writers can receive a different angle in terms of learning CA use and organizing their English writing.
